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Winner of the Guardian First Book Award 2011Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Non-fiction

2011Shortlisted for the Wellcome Trust Book PrizeShortlisted for the Duff Cooper PrizeNow, as

cancer becomes an ever more universal experience, the need to understand it, and its treatment,

has never been more compelling. In this groundbreaking and award-winning account Siddhartha

Mukherjee tells the fascinating story of our relationship with this disease. From brutal early surgical

treatments, to Sidney FarberÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hugely risky discovery of chemotherapy, to the

authorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s treatment of his own patients, he reveals how far we have come in solving one of

science's great mysteries and offers a fascinating glimpse of our future progress.
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Last April I was diagnosed with acute leukaemia. After a stem cell transplant I am coming up for a

year.When you are told you have cancer you are bewildered. You are also very angry. I asked

myself was there something I had done in my past that was going to deprive me seeing my two

sons grow up into happy young men and dads. The first two weeks go by in a weird nightmare. Day

17 your hair falls out. Your peeing orange from the chemo drugs, which have put me off lucozade



for life. You double check all your insurances are up to date and update a well to make sure my wife

does not have any hassles with the tax authorities. At the age of 44 you are very angry. You realise

you are likely going to die. You are angry because you have no idea what is doing it. What you

planned for when you were older is all meaningless. But, thanks to certain stubbornness and

amazing treatment and care, and a generous sift of life from a German donor of life giving stem

cells, I am alive.This book helps explain many of the questions I had. It does it in a way that makes

sense if you don't have a degree in science. What was until recently a death sentence is no longer

the case. The battle against cancer was waged by intrepid individuals, and this book explains the

war so far. It outlines the causes of cancer, whether it is a virus, bacteria, induced by smoking or

chemicals, or just our own body playing up and turning on itself. It explains how our own

understanding is still basic but advancing year by year, and treatments, if not cures, are being found

for many, although not all cancers.I learned that was once a death sentence is not the case today. I

am looking forward to see my sons become men. This book gave me clarity, it gave me hope.

It's a very informative book with lots of resources offered. I listened to the audible first before getting

the printed book. I am very impressed with the author Mr. Mukherjee's knowledge and specialties.

It's really worth studying and learning from this book.

Amazing detail.. sometimes difficult to read due to content, not because of the writer.... I purchased

about 3 yrs ago and lost during a move, so bought it again.. have not yet finished, as it is quite a

long story, but sooo well written.. I was a Hospice nurse for about 5 yrs and that was enough for

me.. we all know our lives will end, but to end prematurely due to whatever ailment can be very

traumatic, no matter the cause.. Great author and Great writing..

Having witnessed cancer affect the lives of several close friends and family, I decided it was time to

learn what we know about it. I didn't fathom how complex a disease it is, or how epic the war which

humanity has waged against it has been. More than science in a vacuum, it has taken a

combination of awareness, hope, resourcefulness, activism, and luck to get as far as we have

come--and yet we are still not close to having a cure-all. There is something fundamental and

logically sound about cancer, which Mukherjee does an amazing job of revealing. Cancer will only

become more and more a part of our lives. This book is a good way to prepare for it.

This is incredibly well written and he does a wonderful job of simplifying an incredibly complex



subject into manageable text. It is thought provoking and informative. This is a great read regardless

of your interests. This book will make you interested in the histories of the various cancers as well

as the evolution of treatments. I highly recommend this to anybody considering it and even those

that are not. Well worth the read!

Fascinating story. Well written. I can't believe that it took 100 years for surgeons to recognize that

the radical, disfiguring radical mastectomy surgery approach was equal to a lumpectomy with

radiation. It gives me pause to think of the women who lost their breasts, most of their lymph nodes,

some ribs and some of their chest wall when a lumpectomy and targeted radiation would have given

them the same odds with minimal disfigurement. I can't put the book down.

What is there to write after all the just praise this book has received? Only that everything you have

read or heard about this book is correct. Only it is better. I've never encountered a book on a

scientific topic that is neither over the heads of lay persons or too simple for experts in the field. This

book does the best a book can do: it makes you think and speculate.This is the only book I would

recommend wholeheartedly to anyone. If you have been touched by cancer and want to know more

about the history, definitions, and prognosis for cancer research and treatment, you can do no better

than to start here. If you've worked in the cancer community, this book will connect the dots of

things you were sure you understood previously. Or at least what you know will be stated more

clearly. If you enjoy good writing and don't necessarily think you have an interest in cancer, you will

revel in the Mukherjee's prose. Good oncologists are a dime a dozen, so to speak, but few if any

have yet been able to clearly communicate such a misunderstood topic as the author does

here.This book won't help to find a cure for cancer, but it helps explain why that is the wrong way to

look at it. It is about cancers (plural) and each case is unique. And cautious, realistic optimism is

justified in many cases.

Incredible, essential reading if anyone in your life has been touched by cancer (so...that makes just

about anyone on the planet today). While it will force you to tears at times, it's worth watching the

PBS special that was derived from the text. Both the book and the TV miniseries show the fragility of

humankind in its battle against natural forces, and bring home the reasons why we can't afford to

cut medical research or public broadcast funding.
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